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WHO condemns banning people from travel if they aren’t fully jabbed; Catalan city and surrounding
area returning to curfew after just two and a half months ...
Covid live: WHO says vaccination proof should not be needed for travel; Barcelona curfew returns as
cases rise
Monitoring Desk In a medical first, researchers harnessed the brain waves of a paralyzed man unable to
speak — and turned what he intended to say into sentences on a computer screen. It will take ...
Researchers turn the brain waves of a paralyzed man into sentences on a computer screen
In a medical first, researchers harnessed the brain waves of a paralyzed man unable to speak — and
turned what he intended to say into sentences on a computer screen. It will take years of ...
Device taps brain waves to help paralyzed man communicate
French restaurant owners and workers are as worried as anyone about the coronavirus — but they’re
also concerned that new mandatory COVID passes will turn them into virus police ...
We’re not virus police, French cafes say of new COVID pass
When a controversial Alzheimer’s drug won U.S. approval, surprise over the decision quickly turned to
shock at how long it might take to find out if it ...
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Does new Alzheimer's drug work? Answers may miss 2030 target
They are among a group of young people who first spoke with The Associated Press last year, just as the
pandemic started to grip the world. The AP recently checked in with them again to see how ...
Youth of the pandemic revisited: Hopeful, resilient, nervous
“This is a very small study from a single hospital that was observational only,” said Dr. Jaimie Meyer,
infectious disease physician at Yale School of Medicine. “The answer to COVID is ... did not ...
Study touting hydroxychloroquine flawed, experts say
Additionally thereto, the study provides ... to 2028; Chapter 12, Wireless AP market forecast, by regions,
type and application, with sales and revenue, from 2021 to 2028; Chapter 13, 14 and ...
Wireless AP Market | Global Industry Analysis, Segments, Top Key Players, Drivers and Trends to
2028
(AP Photo ... We set out to answer a simple research question: Are people who are located near each
other likely to tweet about similar things? To do so, we analyzed millions of GPS-enabled tweets ...
Poirier thriving as McGregor’s unlikely, involuntary nemesis
The acting head of the Food and Drug Administration on Friday called for a government investigation
into highly unusual contacts between her agency’s drug reviewers and the ...
FDA head calls for inquiry into Alzheimer’s drug review
Even as the search continues over a week later for signs of life in the mangled debris of the fallen
Champlain Towers South, the process of seeking answers about why it happened and who is to ...
Building collapse lawsuits seek to get answers, assign blame
Kyle Rittenhouse's attorney wants a judge to allow him to argue that one of the men his client fatally
shot during a Wisconsin protest was a ...
Rittenhouse attorney wants to show victim was sex offender
"This is a very small study from a single hospital that was observational only," said Dr. Jaimie Meyer,
infectious disease physician at Yale School of Medicine. "The answer to COVID is vaccination ...
Fact-checking claims about COVID variants, hydroxychloroquine and more
Officials fought the release of information for years, then offered misleading answers that contradict ...
totals for two years of AP’s 2010 through 2019 study period. The Pentagon stopped ...
At least 1,900 U.S. military firearms were stolen or lost in the 2010s, some resurfacing in crimes
Officials fought the release of information for years, then offered misleading answers that contradict ...
totals for two years of AP's 2010 through 2019 study period. The Pentagon stopped ...
For years US Army hid, downplayed extent of firearms loss
Nearly 100 promising Mississippi high school students from 13 rural districts are finishing their second ...
skills to help them in upcoming AP classes in physics and computer science at their ...
MSU welcomes high school students from rural districts for advanced physics, computer science
program
The AP reported that power ... Hoping to bring answers to the families of the missing, rescue teams have
been working endlessly to break through 13 to 16 ft. of the concrete that came crashing ...
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UPDATE: With Demolition of Florida Condo Building Complete, Investigators Hunt for Answers
She’s nervous, but also excited to begin this new chapter ... 13-year-old, had hoped the remoteness of
his homeland would help keep everyone there safe. Last year, he recorded a video for the AP ...
Youth of the pandemic revisited: Hopeful, resilient, nervous
A young woman in California, newly vaccinated, flashes a smile and a peace sign as she poses for a prom
photo with her pals. She feels strange but elated without her mask. In Australia, a girl ...
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